Dear journalists, dear friends and colleagues,

it is our pleasure to present as international press agents two films in the Locarno International Film Festival 2015, one screening in the Cineasti del Presente section, the other in the International Competition, listed here in chronological order:

OLMO AND THE SEAGULL
Concorso Cineasti del Presente

a film by    Petra Costa and Lea Glob
in collaboration with    Olivia Corsini and Serge Nicolai
producers    Charlotte Pedersen, Luis Urbano, Tiago Pavan
world sales    Taskovski Films

OLMO AND THE SEAGULL is a journey through the labyrinth of an actress's mind during the course of her pregnancy. While rehearsing for Chekhov’s play The Seagull, Olivia and her companion Serge sense that the line between their life and the roles they play as actors is swiftly disappearing.

August 09, 16h00 Kursaal (press)
August 10, 11h00 La Sala (premiere, to be followed by q&a)
August 11, 16h15 L’altra Sala (repetition)
August 12, 23h30 Rialto 2 (repetition)

Petra Costa, Lea Glob, Olivia Corsini and Sege Nicolai are available for interviews in Locarno.

for further information please visit http://olmoandtheseagull.com

CHEVALIER
Concorso Internazionale

directed by    Athina Rachel Tsangari
written by    Athina Rachel Tsangari and Efthimis Filippou
cast    Yorgos Kentros, Panos Koronis, Vangelis Mourikis, Makis Papadimitriou, Yorgos Pirpassopoulos, Sakis Rouvas
producers    Maria Hatzakou and Christos Konstantakopoulos
world sales    The Match Factory

In the middle of the Aegean Sea, on a luxury yacht, six men on a fishing trip decide to play a game. During this game, things will be compared. Things will be measured. Songs will be butchered, and blood will be tested. Friends will become rivals and rivals will become hungry. But at the end of the voyage, when the game is over, the man who wins will be the best man. And he will wear upon his littlest finger the victorious signet ring: the “Chevalier.” A buddy comedy without buddies.

August 11, 14h00 Kursaal (press)
August 12, 11h00 Press Center Largo Zorzi (press conference)
August 12, 14h00 Fevi (premiere)
August 13, 23h00 La Sala (repetition)
August 14, 11h00 PalaVideo (repetition)

Athina Rachel Tsangari and the main cast are available for interviews in Locarno.

For press material for both films and for further information please visit the press area of the official Locarno festival website www.pardo.ch

If you have not done so yet, please let us know your interview requests as soon as possible, including your outlets, outlet description, and cell phone and mail address valid in Locarno.

If you have questions or if you need further information, please contact us at our Munich office or from August 08 til August 15 in Locarno:

werner@werner-pr.de

Wolfgang Werner +49 170 333 93 53

Looking forward to hear from you, and to see you soon in Locarno,
best,
Wolfgang